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Adam Ellison
Female-Run Record Label:
takes the ASUOP MYSTIQUE SENSES
Presidency
By Valerie Moreno

Guest Writer
You may have heard about
it around campus, seen fly
ers posted or even tuned into
the reality television show on
KPAC TV. Five women at the
University of the Pacific, Val
erie Moreno, Jessica Murillo,
Dana Myers, Holly Randall
and Lyka Santos have joined
Continued on page 2

Spirit Week '06

RHA prevents a creative week of fun

^ew ASuop President Adam Ellison poses with his Vice President
Joshua Foster.

winners.
And students should know
Sews Editor
that
this ticket aims for success
The Pacific student body has
and
is confident that they will
Doken: the ASuop President
find
it.
Adam explains that "Josh
or next year is Adam Ellison,
Foster
and
my own ability to lead
shua Foster will accompany
this
university
is nothing short of
im into office as ASuop Vice
rock
solid.
When
we decided to
President.
run
as
a
team,
we
decided to do
This was a three-way race
it
for
the
right
reasons,
for the
otween Adam Ellison, Frankie
students,
and
for
their
desires."
nffen and former President
After celebrating his win in
lindy Kreitsman. Each candiSouthern
California with our
.ate ran a creative, composed
Tigers
at
the
Big West Champi
-od consistent campaign from
onships
in
Anaheim,
Adam came
art to finish.
back
to
school
focused
and on a
Adam and Joshua ran a very
mission.
ident-centered campaign and
"Putting students first in every Students pose with their inflated condoms at one of RHA's Spirit Week events. Students had a great
romoted ASuop's mission,
thing
we do is next year's theme time building condom sculptures.
students serving students."
for
the
Associated Students. Andrew Mitchell
program director, Sha- Nguyen.
He is personally excited about
On Monday night, a
We
will
show
the
student
body
li Nguyen, was pleased
Staff Writer
e win, but maintains that the
condom
sculpture contest
that
ASuop
is
working
for
them
otory is primarily in the hands
Spirit Week 2006, put on by with the participation
opened
the
week's festivities.
every
day.
Josh
and
I
will
work
:he students. When asked how
the Resident Hall Association from the many residen
Communities
were given a
on
bringing
more
convenience
to
felt about his victory he felt
(RHA), ended as a success tial communities.
roll
of
tape
and
a bag of con
Pacific
students
through
working
"By creating fun and
at "it is the students who won.
despite the shifted schedule
doms.
With
these,
they had to
to
provide
weekend
hours
at
the
challenging events, the
have said before, and I will
from previous years.
make
whatever
they
could in
Cowell
Wellnesss
Center,
and
by
ay again that the election was
During Spirit Week, held communities will be
ot about the candidates. It was
from March 20 to the 24, RHA forced to use teamwork,
Continued on page 2
organized several events collaboration and spark
;bout students and their wants
Continued on page 4
and needs. The students are the
for residents to enjoy. The creative thinking," said

liY Erin Birmingham

The Pacifican
Mystique from page 1

forces to create "MYSTIQUE
SENSES."
As part of the class, "How
to Run an Independent La
bel," these five women are
learning what it takes to cre
ate a label, sign and promote
artists and get a compilation
CD out - all in four months.
Taught by C. Michael Brae,
CEO of Hitman Records
in San Francisco, the class
exposes the students to the
ins and outs of the music
industry.
Based solely on sponsor
ships, the label is already
getting exposure in the com
munity. The Stockton Record

NEWS

printed an article about
the label, naming it "one of
Stockton's most successful
record labels."
Mystique Senses compila
tion CD will include local
artists Icarus Jones and Ne
glected as well as nation
ally-known artists Dawn
Robinson of En Vogue and
Dwayne Wiggins of Tony!
Toni! Tone! A record release
party will be held at Tower
Records on Pacific Ave. late
in April. For more infor
mation and updates visit
the Mystique Senses web
site,
www.myspace.com/
mystiquesenses or email
mystiquesenses@gmail.com.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
March 05-25, 2006
1. VANDALISM CLOCK
TOWER PARKING 03506
Victim reports someone
keyed the side of their ve
hicle.
2. ASSAULT MCCAF

FREY CTR. 030706

or mystique oenses.

Ellison from page 1
obtaining a national bank ATM
on campus so that fewer stu
dents are charged ATM fees."
Budget-wise Adam is sup
porting a full budget passage
for arts and entertainment this
year so that ASuop can afford to
bring top name performers and
speakers to campus next year.
For those concerned with the
lack ol campus unity Adam is
also taking on that challenge
along with the entirety of the
ASuop staff.
Since the campus united on
the election of Adam and Josh,
the question remains: Why?
Adam thinks it was their
campaign's sense of clarity
and honesty. When asked why
e be''eves the student body
e ected them he explains, "I was
elected because Josh and I got
our message out loud and clear
to many of the voters. Students

Dispatch received a call of
a subject provoking others to
fight with him. One victim
walked by and exchanged
words with the subject who
then grabbed the victim and
tripped
him. The subject
were looking for qualified stu
turned
and
walked away.
dent leaders with an extensive
Victim
did
not
sustain any
passion for leadership and the
injuries.
success of our university. Stu
3. TRAFFIC STOP MEN
dents trust that we will keep
DOCINO
030906
our word and become the best
Officers
stopped a ve
leadership team Pacific has ever
hicle
for
traffic
violations.
had."
Officers
learned
the
driver
To the student body, Adaml
did
not
have
a
license.
The
would like to express his gratidriver
was
cited
and
vehicle
tude and continued support. He
was towed.
hopes that more students will
4. THEFT CLOCK TOW
get involved in order to help
ER
LOT 031006
his team do the best job they
Victim
reports the theft
can serving the students' needs.
of
their
parking
permit and
He does ask something of the
some
music
CD's
from their
students next year, "Please
unlocked
vehicle.
be active next year: get your
5. LOUD MUSIC ART
friends involved, talk to your
BUILDING
031906
ASuop Senator, speak with your
Dispatch
received a call
Vice President, Josh Foster and j
at
7:05PM
regarding
loud
please, speak with me, Adam |
music.
Officer
made
contact
Ellison, your ASuop President.
We are all here for you, and! and advised the responsible
party.
need your voice all year, not just
6." THEFT BAUN FIT
when you vote."
NESS 032106

Victim left her wallet in
her backpack. She placed
the backpack inside a lock
er and when she returned
from her workout, the wal
let was gone. This occurred
between 1:00 and 2:00 PM
in the afternoon.
7. ACCIDENT SOUTH
PARKING LOT 032206
Staff member reports
someone struck their ve
hicle. Report filed.
8. FOUND PROPERTY
PRESIDENT'S
OFFICE
032306
Officer responded and
picked up some found
property.
9.
SUSPICIOUS
PERSON RUDKIN WAY
032306
Officers observed a sub
ject riding a bike in the
parking lot at 1:22 AM.
He got off the bike and at
tempted to open the door
of a pick up truck. Officers
stopped the subject who
stated he was waiting for
a friend. A records check
revealed he was recently
revoked from campus. He
was subsequently arrested
for trespassing.
10. THEFT LIBRARY
032306
Victim reports leav
ing her purse unattended

while speaking to a friend
When she returned to hei
study area, the purse was
gone.
11. ARREST PARKING LOT
#20 032306
Officers stopped three sub
jects and learned one had an
outstanding bench warrant.
Subject was subsequently ar
rested.
12. DISTURBANCE MC
CAFFREY CTR. 032306
Officers dispatched on a
call of a disturbance. Officers
found a male and female in
a verbal argument. Subjects
had been drinking and were
advised to go back to their
residence.
13. ARREST PACIFIC AVE.
032406
Officers were
assisting
conference attendees
cross
Pacific Ave. when a subjed
in a bicycle almost caused an
accident. Officers contacted
the subject and learned he had
outstanding warrants.
He
was subsequently arrested on
the warrants.
14. DISTURBANCE WEMYSS HALL 032506
Officers dispatched to a
disturbance where a female
was intoxicated and vomiting
Officers arrived and had the
subject transported to St. Josephfs Hospital for treatment.
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Afghanistan to Pacific and
The ItaliamClub
back to save her people:

A story to be told of true dedication by a Pacific aTumnuo to tide
somen who loot a quarter centuty of their lived among war and
oppreooion from the Taliban

By Phil Mourielln
Guest Writer

Ciao, Arrivederci, Grazie,
Roma, Bell., These words
returned to Afghanistan istration supports the Afghan may seem familiar to you; in
Editor In Chief
where she has spent the last Institute of Learning, founded fact you may actually know
17 years. Starting in refugee by Yacoobi. The government what they all mean. The truth
In the mid-1970s, it was camps
and with underanlikely for an Afghani ground clinics and educa does not have the means to of the matter is, all of us have Lingua Italiana is a holiday
help educate its own women encountered Italian
culture III
in in Italy,
11.M11CUI V.UHU1C
J > which was
VVC4C5 created
ncaici
voman to be allowed to
tion, she began her fight to and children, so AIL works one form or another through- to llelP preserve Italian lan
worry about her education, educate the women of her
to educate women in health, out our lives. Whether it be 8uage not only in Italy, but
et alone be allowed to the country.
nutrition,
medicine, and watching The Sopranos , also around the world", and
United States to study. A
The rise of the Taliban re peace. "When you educate a listening to Opera, admir PISA looks to help that effort
.978 graduate from Pacific,
gime in .1996
man, Jyou are educating
. had
1 1 completef
^ I U G C U 1 I I £ one
V J I l t ) ing Da Vinci's Last Supper with this petition.
Dr. Sakena Yacoobi has re- | j
y
deteriorated
the
-rights
of
person;
but
when
vou
educate
PISA also works closely
, eating a big plate of pasta,
rurned to Pacific this week
women.
Previously
allowed
a
woman,
you
are
educating
with
the Pacific Italian Alli
or
drinking
a
mocha
at
Star
an internationally renowned
to
work,
women
were
no
the
whole
family,"
explained
ance
in
Stockton, which is a
bucks,
we
have
all
indulged
a entity and a heroine to op
pressed women in both Af longer allowed to leave the Yacoobi. Women pass their in Italian culture whether we non-profit organization that
house without a male rela- knowledge on to their fami- know it or not. Italian culture was created to help preserve
ghanistan and Pakistan.
surrounds us, and it is almost Italian culture. The two or
"I wanted to be a doctor," tive. There was no educa- lies in everyday life.
impossible not to see the in ganizations work together
-aid Yacoobi, who was
fluence of the culture in many in the community to put on
aspired to help women
aspects of our daily lives. The events that the entire com
in pre- and post- natal
newly created Pacific Italian munity of Stockton can en
care after seeing her own
have
Student iAlliance
for )joy.
UJ1UJIVL (PISA
V1
1VJ1
J Some events they 'l«VC
mother suffer through six
short) looks to help students ^one together have included
teen pregnancies with only
-f Italian
t. .. cul,
a Biscotti Bake-off and a
enjoy all areas of
five surviving children. She
Carnevale for children. The
ture and heritage.
became a biology major at
The club was created organizations are currently
Pacific. She continued on
this past summer and has working together on a fund
to get both her masters and
been busy ever since. PISA raiser for the Stockton Wom
doctorate degrees in Public
has been hosting events on en's Center titled "Denim
Health at other American
campus as well as helping Day."
universities.
For the rest of the year,
students to understand and
During the time Yacoobi
further enjoy the culture that PISA looks to get t-shirts as
was in the U.S., Russia
comes from Italy. Some past well as start their own web
invaded Afghanistan and
events that the club has put site. The website will be en
Yacoobi was told it was
on include an Italian Film titled ciaostudente.com and
unsafe to return home.
Festival, an all-you-can-eat will include news about the
During Afghanistan's civil
pasta dinner (with dishes club as well as Italian news
war, women and children
prepared by students' family and events going on in the
'ere victimized. Many
recipes), a trip to San Fran area. They are also looking to
men died in the initial
cisco for the Italian Heritage have a year-end get together
invasion, leaving women
DR.
SAKENA
YACOOBI
Day
Parade, and impromptu with the Italian club from
to care for their families
bocce
ball games on the WPC Santa Clara, which will be a
alone. "Women became the
tion for females. Yacoobi
AIL
has
four
full
clinics
lawn.
The meetings for PISA Carnevale/street festival sort
heads of the household,"
herself wrote seven manu that care for more than 10,000
also
look
to educate students of event. Simply put, you can
explained Yacoobi, "Many als to train other teachers.
people
a
month
and
a
number
about
Old
World Italian tradi be assured there will be lots
fled as refugees across the
These manuals included of mobile clinics that travel to
tions
that
are
celebrated here of food. Be on the lookout for
border to Pakistan. .
information on child psy- meet the health and education
and
new
ones
that are hap more info about that upcom
My family was m Afch0logy so the teachers
ing event.
needs
of
Afghanistan.
AIL
pening
in
Italy.
ghanistan, it was a very
could help the war-torn has been very successful, but
So the next time you see
The club has also been
-ard time for me; I knew I children cope with their
a
couple
of people throwing
rebuilding
the
lives
that
were
working hard with the ad
iad to focus on my educa- fears.
some
balls
across the WPC
lost
in
a
quarter
century
of
ministration to get an Italian
ion." Yacoobi asked herself,
"I came from a culture war in Afghanistan is not an
lawn,
it's
a
good chance
language course for students
How can I help my country
that was very closed- easy task. They are working
they're
playing
bocce ball,
at Pacific. On October 4, the
and my family?"
minded," said Yacoobi, to "teach them [women] about
and
it's
a
good
chance
one
club observed Giornata Delia
A hen Russia left Afghaneverything
from the US
3
UD
of
them
is
a
member
of
their
rights
human
rights,
In 1989,
1Q«Q Yacoobi went
R...
Lingua Italiana (Day of Italian
Tan in
was very different; "from a women's rights - they have
PISA.
So
stop
by,
throw
a
Language), and petitioned
ome to rescue her family,
Kingdom to a democracy." been the victims. It will take
bocce
ball
or
two,
and
see
for Italian language classes.
rhe brought them back to
The education Yacoobi a long time to give them their
The
club was successful in what's going on with the
he United States knowing, gained in the U.S. helped
Italian club, or just email
it is better here, it is safer." "encourage me to do the confidence back, said Yacoobi. gathering over two hundred
p_mauriello@pacific.edu
for
As Yacoobi describes it, signatures in support of an
After getting her family
work I do now," she said.
more
info
about
PISA.
Ar
they "try to build a woman as Italian language course here
'tied in the U.S., Yacoobi
Now, the Afghan admin- a whole."
on campus. Giornata Delia rivederci!

i. Jennifer Hite-Smifh

!
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More Spirit Game in the McCaffery Center

Continued from page 1
30 minutes.
"Student
participation
started off really well with
the first event," Nguyen said.
Tuesday held an Anything
Goes hunt. The food Olym
pics happened on Wednes
day. Events in the Olympics
included
a
condiment
painting competition and a
pie-eating contest. Thursday
saw a photo scavenger hunt.
Each community was given a
disposable camera and a list
of clues. The team that found
everything in the shortest
time won. The RHA closed
the week with an egg drop
contest. Teams were to make
a contraption to protect their
egg as it was dropped from

Photograph by Dan Cammarano

the McCaffrey Center bal
cony.
Spirit Week, an annual
event, is designed to bring
people from all of the
residential communities to
gether.
"It hopes to inspire them
to become active participants

Kids get crazy with wipe cream

Mexican Author
at Pacific

BY Brenda Insurriago

Guest Writer

It is not often that students
from diverse backgrounds
get to listen to a speaker who
relates to what they have
gone through. Well, now is
the chance for all students
to listen and meet an accom
plished person who once was
at a disadvantage. Like many
of us here, he grew up facing
language and cultural barri
ers, intense discrimination
and academic problems.
MEChA is hosting the
author of the nationally ac
claimed best seller "Rain
of Gold," Victor Villasenor.
This man is a true inspira
tion to anyone. He grew

up in southern California
and went to school in the
public school system only
to be shunned by his teach
ers. He sat in the back of the
classroom with the other stu
dents solely because of their
brown skin. He struggled to
read, but instead of receiving
help he was humiliated by
his teachers and what was
worse: ignored. He grew up
dreading each morning that
he had to go to school for fear
of being embarrassed. He
hated school! He was finally
unable to take any more and
dropped out of high school
his junior year.
Villasenor was filled with
rage towards everyone who
had made his existence so

NEWS
of their community and the
entire Pacific residential
community," said Nguyen.
Funding for this year's
event was provided by
RHA with some aid from
the Housing and Greek Life
Office.
RHA is the student gov
ernment and programming
body for the residence halls.
Every year, they coordi
nate Spirit Week, deciding
events, venues, and times.
In previous years, Spirit
Week was held during
Homecoming Week in the
fall. New to the lineup this
year was the egg drop.
Though attendance this
year was less than last year,
RHA is still satisfied with
how everything turned out.
"We have momentum
to build off of next year,"
Nguyen said.

rnorograph by Dan Cammarano

miserable, but he channeled
that energy into something
more productive: writing.
Villasenor as a child was a
horrible reader and reading
out loud was his greatest
fear, but he was determined
to get published. He began
by writing about topics that
he was familiar and comfort
able with.
Villasenor wrote about
his culture and his fam
ily. After 265 rejections he
finally published his first
book: "Macho!" This book
was compared to the best of
Steinbeck. He later wrote
his best seller "Rain of Gold"
which is now published in
seven languages and used
by thousands of teachers and
school systems across the na
tion. The book is a biographi
cal account of his parents
going from war-torn Mexico
during the Revolution to the

Interview with current ASuop
President, Mindy Kreiztman
By Erin Birmingham

News Editor
Favorite part of being
ASUOP president this year
ASuop has been a large
part of college for me and
I guess finally winning an
election has been a dream
come true for me. I have really enjoyed being greatly
involved in the general plan• __
. .1
ning
for T
Pacific
in the year
2015. Another thing that has
made this year so wonderful
has been having the oppor
tunity to represent students
to the Board of Regents. It
really took me by surprise
to see how truly student
centered they are and how
willing they were work with
me.
Things you would like to
see done next year:
I guess you could say that
it takes about a year to set
things up and another year
to really get things done. For
example, I have done quite a
bit of work on getting more
apartments on the agenda of
the Board of Regents
Another very important
thing I would like to see
continued is to make sure
students have an active and
present representative at the
high level committees.
Ii wouia
would also iiKe
like to see
my work on keeping the
"small school" feeling at Papresent day. It wasn't until
this book had received sever
al awards that he, at the age
of 44, was tested and diag
nosed with severe dyslexia.
Villasenor is a true inspira
tion, for he holds no grudges
nor resentment towards
those who humiliated him.
Instead he is committed
to world peace and har
mony through "Snow Goose
Global Thanksgiving," a
non-profit organization es
tablished to promote peace
throughout the world. This
renowned speaker will be at
Pacific this Thursday the 30
th in the President's Room
at 8:00 p.m. His speech is
about "Finding the Genius
in All of Us: Dreams are
the seeds, vision is the wa
ter, and the heart is the soil
for planting our highest of
dreams and see them grow
into the tree of human kind."

,r. . ,

cihe m the 2015.
One thing you'll miss th
moJ,1 about
P°sltl°n? .
ne
,
"
§ w m's
about
Position is being ,
f?art
ASuop. I really lov<
, e PeoP'e at the office anc
tbe suPPortlve enyironmen
that * has Provided me these
P3?three -vears
Anv regrets.
Any
regrets, or anything
you could have done differ
ently in this years
campaign:
It was a very, very busv
time for me. I was trying to
study for three midterms,
work on IPC budgets, still
continue working 30+ hours
a week as President and on
top of all of that trying to
run a campaign. I did the
best I could have done under
me
c™K>ns. Would
these
% conditions.
Would II do
dc
differently? No. Dc
I have any regrets? No.
Any differences between
this election and last years:
There were three teams
running and two of the teams
were trying to attract the
same voters. That is all I can
say without getting into too
much detail.
Where you see yourself
doing next year:
Although it pains me to
leave , ,ASuop,
after
T . , much
, —
T i
thou§ht 1 have decided no
to retui:n next Year- 1 am §°
ung to be a senior and next
year I need to start working
on getting into a good grad
school.
I will be working in the of
fice of student leadership and
involvement as the student
coordinator for the Passport
to the Pacific and the leader
ship conferences. In addition,
I will hopefully be working
as an undergraduate research
assistant to Dr. Ben Dennis in
the Economics Department.
On a side note, I will
be serving as the Public Re
lations Coordinator for the
Pride Alliance. My goal is to
see the Pride Alliance move
out of the basement and into
a more suitable space on cam-'
pus.
Final words:
I would like to thank ev
eryone. It has been a dream
come true. You don't have to
be the president of ASuop to
make a difference on campus,
but it does help!
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Fear and Loathing on a College Campus
California Library Adventured
# • /?

•

-mr-

• #

Mikev Vu

_ festyles Editor
Over the past Spring
Break, I found myself in
Los Angeles, some would
sav the heart of Southern
California. It wasn't until I
was amidst all these people
who looked like they had
to be somewhere extremely
urgent ten minutes ago that
I realized how truly differ
ent Northern and Southern
California really were.
Putting the "grip of" and
the "hellas" aside, there was
one glaring difference in
speech that I picked up on
while I was down there. And
that is the way that people
refer to freeways. Being born
and raised in Northern Cali
fornia, I was always taught

A

to refer to the freeways as
"Take 280" or "Take 1-5."
Now, when I asked one of my
friends from Los Angeles for
instructions on how to get to
"1-5," for some reason or other
he looked at me with the most
confused face I had ever seen,
as if I had just asked for his
first-born child or something.
"Whoa, man. I can show you
how get to the 5...if that's
what you're asking."
To which I eloquently re
sponded, "Uh....What?" Why
oh why would anyone ever
refer to a freeway with such
formality? I cannot possibly
foresee a situation where you
would have to clarify which
"5" you were talking about.
Hell, I think it's about time
we start a new trend. Maybe
one that the Central Valley

Common Concert

Mikey Vu

jt'estyles Editor

Last Saturday, March 25
ti, ASUOP proudly presentrd hip hop artist Common
along with the slam poetry
Toup 111 Literacy, hip hop
i.roup The Earthtones, and
special performance by a
xal high school slam poet
ho competed with over
100 of his local peers in the
All City Poetry Slam" com
petition to win the coveted
:uening spot for Common.
While approaching the
aieatre, it seemed as if the

audience for the evening
was going to be smaller than
expected. The line, if it could
even be called that, consisted
of roughly twenty or so
people loitering around wait
ing for the doors to open at
7pm. However, as the open
ing of the doors approached,
busloads of Pacific students
rolled in, hordes of Stockton
natives crossed the streets,
and within a half hour of
admission, the previously
empty Bob Hope Theatre
was bustling with people try
ing to find their seats. As the
lights dimmed at 8pm, the

could pick up on, instead
of using words like "the 5"
or "1-5," I think we should
start just throwing random
articles before the freeway
title. "Oh, you're lost? Take
a 5 south." Honestly, I think
this could spread faster than
the "dang" epidemic of '92.
But I actually asked my
friend why it is that he re
ferred to them this way to
which he responded rather
defensively, as if I had once
again tried to steal his first
born child or something,
"Well... well they're my free
ways! They make me late and
they take my time. They're
very personal to me." Well I
suppose that if LA freeways
drained your being, and if
you spent half of your wak
ing life on them trailing
behind some idiot who had
his left turn blinker on for
the past two miles, then yes, I
could see how they would be
very personal to you. Oh, us
crazy Californians with our
backwards way of thinking.
Speaking of things that are
terribly confusing and back
wards, there has always been
something at this school that
has bothered me ever since
I came here as a freshmen.
And that, my friends, are
those godforsaken doors at
the library. How many of
you have ever tried to leave

theatre was almost complete
ly packed to capacity, with
even the upper level seats
brimming with energy.
The first few opening acts
were not typical for a music
concert. While most head
lining artists are preceded
by other musical groups to
get the crowd hyped up,
Common's openers were
predominately thought pro
voking spoken word poetry
pieces. Many Pacific students
enjoyed the performances,

See COMMON page 12

or enter from the wrong
side? I don't think I would
be too far off if I said those
are probably the only set of
doors in America where the
IN is on the left side and the
OUT is on the right side. And
what about those little metal
guard rail poles that you
have to pass before you even
get inside the library? What
the hell kind of purpose do
those serve? They look like
some sort of holding station,
or something you would
find at a community pool or
amusement park to keep kids

from running around. Imag
ine if the librarian treated
the library like a pool, "Hey
you kids, slow down! No
running! You can't come in
if you've eaten in the past 30
minutes." Maybe it's reverse
psychology. Maybe someone
is trying to trick your brain
into thinking that going
to the library is like being
somewhere fun like at Dis
neyland. Although I doubt
anyone is getting fast passes
for this ride.

The Epicurean
Restaurant Review

Yen Cbinga
By Jefferv Moroon
Epicurean

When exploring the
culinary landscape of
Stockton from the per
spective of a student, one
must not forget that one
of the best study foods is
Chinese take-out. In my
case I just wanted a quick
lunch with my good
friend Scooter. Scooter
insisted that Yen Ching's
was the place to go and,
being as Scooter is a re
spected Stockton native, I
did not question his opin
ion. Yen Ching's eminates
a feeling of comfort and
authenticity. Decorations
adorned each wall pro
viding a feeling of
connection to the re
gional dishes offered
on the menu. There is
sense of familiarity
in the midst of this
exotic experience as
other patrons call
the waiter by his
irst name. I turn to
Scooter. "Order the
mouse chicken," he
says confidently and
trust his judgment.
IVtoregji

arrives we are offer a
somewhat bland soup but
I do not lose trust in this
restaurant. The chicken is
not gourmet but it sure is
tasty and when I get the
bill I know it was a good
decision to come here.
A well priced meal in a
comfortable environment
combined with the tastiness and originality of the
chicken create an overall
good experience for me
and so I award this restau
rant four and a half tummy
rubs and advise all Stocktonians in need of a good
Chinese lunch to try Yen
Ching's.
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HOROSCOPES Artist Interview:
Portugal. The Man
The Horoscopes are not completed bp a certified Astrologer; they are
a humorous addition to this college publication. The Pacifican does not
intend to offend or insult anyone.

be happier in denial. Tonight,
By Richmond Hollen
cut a sweet rhyme.
S
taff Writer
Cancer 6/22-7/22
The trick to being happy is
Portugal. The Man is a
to be with your friends, if you
ip.
quartet
from the "barren
have no friends you can either
gfl||
make some, or just make some wastelands of Alaska" and
the
"mountainy
mountains
of
up, and while you're at it you
P
should make yourself a hot Oregon." They are just finish
girl/boyfriend, they're the best ing up their tour, which went
Texas, Arizona,
and unless you have low self through
California
and
will finish up
esteem they'll never leave you.
^•11
in
Oregon
and
Washington.
Leo 7/23-8/22
There are many people out Their sound is a mix of rock
there who want to be a cool as with elements of jazz and
tfejfl in f*«
|
•
you, and they'll step on you to modern sounds. Their debut
By Dan Cammarono
album
Waiter:
"You
Vul
do so. What you must work on
Astrological analyst
this week is stepping on them tures!" is available now.
I met up with the band
first; preemption is always the
Aquarius 1/20-2/18
in
Koseville,
Roseville, California at
best course. Tonight, wash your
Your life up till now has been
the Underground Cafe. The come up with something
feet.
I hate to ask it, but who a
great, look at yourself all alive
venue for the Underground like "On The Road" where your influences other th;
Virgo 8/23-9/22
and fed. However, good things
There will be times, perhaps Cafe is pretty interesting for they just like tour with a Star Trek and Weird Al?
however do not last. You need
right now that you feel like you a band like Portugal. The band or something. We
Just Weird Al. I actually sa
to spin around and try a new
in a church,
be cool enough to him in concert and met hi
hate someone. No worries my • Man., It s actually
v—-r
—•/ wouldn't
owiumuciuuiaiuugi
path on life, maybe take up a
ca^4 ^hat
or the
that *iss directly
directly 'be on that
-< - show,
•
friend, just focus on something I or
, e cafe
though.
and got his autograph wh(
new sport or hobby like mud
—t
I
attached-to
the
Presbvterian
ivm
novt
Presbyterian
else, dwelling on other people
My
next
question
is I was younger. He's definite
wrestling. Tonight, smile 40
will just make you sad and so Churcrcflfn^iftnd was asked for whoever is from the our biggest influence. [Zachj
times.
unlucky that you may get a zit before the show not to cuss "mountainy mountains of
After a lot of debating the
Pisces 2/19-3/20
on your eyeball. Tonight, check during the show, which they Oregon." My friends from also mentioned Taco Grand
Someone else out there may
shamefully did not follow. I back home (Bend, OR) were
the mail twice.
Air and the Flaming Lip
be hurting you, not physically
sat
down with the band after really curious as to where as other influences. Do yo
Libra 9/23-10/22
but mentally. You must realize
Being in college you have the show for some interview that was.
know of Thunderbirds Ai
that no one can hurt you this
many
responsibilities that questions.
.
Jason is from Oregon, Now!?
way, you're the one hurting
Can you explain how you but we cannot divulge that
plague you like locusts. Do your
We've heard of them. A<
yourself, so stop. This may
guys got started in your information, they're just tually people have said w
best to minimize your respon
sound like tough love, but it is
sibilities so you have time for band? Where was that? How mountainy mountains
should tour with them.
love after all, well not the kind
who were your high
important things like idleness. long ago was that?
No, I don't think that wouli
of love that's dirty or anything.
Tonight, set a trap.
lev and
^ (J°hn, Wes- school English teachers be
uc a guuu
rou sound to
good iuea.
idea. You
Tonight, fluff your pillow.
Scorpio 10/23-11/21
did tHey shaP£
mUch alike to S° on tour
Aries 3/21-4/19
rL^hesTm T 6W i 7
Sometimes you feel upset and
m the same town, Wasilla, your use of punctuation in gether. But my next questi
Sometimes you just feel like
you need a friend, but most of Alaska. We were together in "Waiter: "You Vultures!"?
' "
is
if you were to get into
a pirate. Not that I'm saying
the time food will do. Next time a band before we started Por
Oh
god,
I
think
I
maybe
brawl...
you want to go rape and pil
you have a bad day turn to some tugal . The Man. We met up went to 60 days of high
Oh, we would win!
lage, but rather that you need
candy, candy won't judge you. with Jason just last year.
school, no 70.1 don't think I
Yes, I wasn't even goiri
to take something from some
As a young band starting even remember the name of to ask that, but if you coul
Tonight, sample the green Jello
one. Go get this out of your
out unknown, what are some a single teacher. [John]
Sagittarius 11/22-12/21
choose, what weapons woul
system and the stars will thank
Good for you for being such of the techniques for getting
What did you guys do you use in the brawl?
you. Tonight, run to the Tower
a great person, but a bit of ad your name out there and before you became full-time
and back.
Well, they're from Detro
your music heard?
vice, do not count chickens be
musicians?
so they'll probably have gun:
Taurus 4/20-5/20
Well, first off, we chose to
fore they hatch, they may die in
John worked as an art but as far as what we woul
Tomorrow you will wake up
host our site on a .net account ist and musician. Wesley
birth.
But
you
should
anticipate
use... Wesley would hav
feeling like a rock star, however
as opposed to a .com. We worked at a community
a battle axe for sure, Jasoi
today you are nothing but a good fortune, this astrologer
feels that your day is coming. spell the name of our band center working with chil would have a broad sword
poser. While predestination
Tonight,
manage your problems wrong on our merchandise; dren in after school pro- John would have a wizan
might be your thing, try to be
with a smile.
we really are trying to not get grams. Zachary worked as staff and Zach would have <
a rock star tomorrow, the stars
Olir- mrv>c*
i.
,
/
our
name out 4-1^
there.
Capricorn 12/22-1/19
a Mata day (waiter). You crossbow. We could kick am
can't do everything for you.
So you don't want to get have to guess what Jason band's ass in a brawl. Actu
Remember to always take
Tonight, pretend you're not
big?
credit
for
your
work.
If
you
do
did though.
alone.
ally, there are probably some
Oh no, we want to be huge
not take credit it might as well
I'm gonna say profes bands that could f**k us up.
Gemini 5/21-6/21
have never happened. Only ; we want to be on MTV.
sional wrestler or slam
Is there anything else you
You have so much to look
You realize they don't poetry contestant. (He was would like to add?
sissies hide behind anonymity,
forward to in your life, how
be proud of yourself and what even play music anymore, wearing a Hulkamania tThat we would kick that
ever you also have a lot to fear.
you do, Pacific doesn't need so you'll have to be on "Date shirt and a beret).
bands'
ass in a brawl. That,
Work on forgetting about the
My Mom.
another "Pacific Perspectives.
That's
pretty
close.
Just
and
Jason
is seriously sick.
stuff that you're afraid of, you'll
Tonight dance like you want to.
Oh god no, they'll probably tell them I counted pills.
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\r.and Manohara, a Busi
es Major at Pacific stated,
! thought it was a good
jhoice considering the type
.'t rapper Common is. It may
not have gotten the crowd
-led up, but it definitely got
js thinking."
As the lights dimmed
nee again, the crowd could
ardly contain itself. People
vere standing on their seats,
nirls were screaming from
:ne rafters, and many plain
out abandoned their seats
and rushed to the front in
mticipation.
Common's
racking band came out one
at a time and started to play
aheir respective instruments,
ruilding the already anxious

dress from Pacific president
Donald DeRosa. The day was
full of educational talks from
leaders in the music industry,
including Leonard Richard
son, vice president of WB
music and Pacific graduate.
Leonard taught the confer-

love and joy. The conscien
tious rapper had come a long
way from his borderline thug
roots, rhymes that were once
sprinkled with misogyny
and homophobia, were now
laced with love for every
thing and everyone.
The rest of the Common
show went off wonderfully,
there was a segment where
he did a medley of sorts with
his verses from Blackstar's
"Respiration," Kanye West's
"Get em High," and even a
rendition of 'Nuthin but a
G Thang." His performance
had a lot of variety, there
was a segment where his DJ
showed off his versatility on
the turntables, a part where

Richmond Hollen
Staff Writer
Photograph By Becca Jones

COMMON: Returns to old form with high energy performace. Stu
dents who completed more than 10 hours of community service were
able to attend the concert for free.

excitement to a near frenzy.
The crowd then exploded as
Common came rushing out
onto the stage jumping right
into titular song off his new
album Be , and then transi
tioned seamlessly into the
bouncy track "Go".
Dressed in a long sleeved
tvhite button up shirt and
a light green sweater vest,
an outfit most would say
is not suited for a hip hop
artist. But for those who
didn't know who Common
was before, I'm sure they
know now that he is no
ordinary hip hop artist. His
truth seeking raps are often
times extremely intelligent,
touching upon subjects like

Common got on the floor
and displayed his old b-boy
roots by doing windmills,
and there was even a jab at
former lover Erykah Badu.
All in all, the concert was
a huge success, students,
Stockton residents, hip hop
fans, poetry fans, everyone
was all united in jumping
and cheering in the packed
venue. Thank you again to
ASUOP for doing a fantastic
job in bringing diverse art
ists to our school, and giving
Pacific a taste of the hip hop
community. The students of
Pacific thank you.
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Over 30 schools and 200
students from around the
country gathered in Pacific's
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
to attend the 2006 MEIEA/
MEISA conference. MEIEA
(Music and Entertainment
Industry Educators Associa
tion) and MEISA (Music and
Entertainment Industry Stu
dents Association) are both
national associations whose
main goal is to bring pre
pare the students for work
in the music industry. The
conference is a networking
and educational experience
geared toward the students
in the music management
and arts and entertainment
management majors here at
Pacific and similar programs
at other schools.
The first day of the confer
ence included a welcome ad-

Frank of Yahoo! Music.
The panel made a few re
ally good points about what
digital media does for the
music industry, including
the shift from music "shows"
to music "artists." Jay Frank
also commented on the issue
of piracy,
s a y i n g
don't
"I
blame you
for downloading
p2p
on
services...
Because it
is so easy
to
steal,
artists can
no longer
have
lag
time" between recording
and releasing an album. The
night was capped off by an
open mic night at Java Aro
ma and music jeopardy and
graffiti party at the Radisson
Hotel.
The capstone speaker for
the event was Jacob Slichter,
drummer for Semisonic. Sli
chter explained all of the ins
and outs of working as an
artist in the music industry
and what problems artists
have. Jacob explained, "The
.way you get a record deal is
"To play over 100 shows."
Slichter also went into
the personal finances
of
Semisonic and how these ar
rangements alleviated some
of the financial pressure that
ence attendees how the WB
bands feel. Semisonic had an
uses music to promote their
arrangement where all of the
shows and the artists who royalties were shared equally
are featured.
among the band members,
The main customers using
when this money is usually
the services of the WB are
allotted to the songwriter.
indie label bands. Most of
The lead singer is usually
these bands cannot afford the the main songwriter in bands
fee involved in getting a spot and this was no exception for
on one of these shows, but Semisonic. The trade-off for
the mid-level indie bands these shared royalties is that
are a major part of WB shows the lead singer wanted to be
because these bands have the the "leader" of the band. He"
ability to pay the fee to get explained how compromises
their music heard on national like this are not usually the
television.
case with inflamed egos that
A panel of digital media usually come with musi
specialists followed Leon cians.
ard's talk. The topic of the
The MEIEA/MEISA con
talk was to get people think ference brought national
ing about how the digital recognition to Pacific's music
world is changing the music management program. It
industry and where the in also brought industry lead
dustry is heading. "Nothing ers to campus so students
is settled... if you think you could learn, network and
know where the industry find internships.
is heading you are kidding
yourself" exclaimed Joy
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ABOVE LEFT: The POC
their Spring Break surfii
living at a beach house
ABOVE: Cheerleaders
Nelson, Erin Tornello, J
Rogers and Cassandra
ter having fun in Utah.
LEFT: Haruki and Moe I
cook on the POC trip.
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FOUNTAIN: Skye Sfaley
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GOOD TIMES: Alex Havez and Chris Garcia having a grand time
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Seven little-known facts
about Pacific: Stockton

From Delta College to gunfire eii
off -campno frczte

Similar i,
are faced
iauea
the Pacifican
Nope. According to Bron
stein, this is insufficient. The
surplus of internet available
The well-known
San does not remove the need for
Francisco
Chronicle
cov honest and aggressive report
ers international and local ing. It does not take away the
news in the light of what its need for transparency in the
readers want to know. Last democratic system and in
week, the Editor and Execu the world. Journalists, and
tive Vice President of the SF ultimately newspapers are
Chronicle, Phil Bronstein, needed to provide informa
addressed Pacific students tion to the populous.
Bronstein described it,
and the Stockton commu
"what bloggers are not doing
nity.
Bronstein spoke about
the difficulties of keeping
newspaper journalism alive
«
amongst today's innovational technology. Bronstein
happen to print
also addressed the effects of
media when the
global changes on freedom
of the press, maintaining an
internet takes
informed populace to up
all tangible
hold these freedoms, and the
newspapers off
role of the media as a forum
for democratic debate.
the market?"
At The Pacifican, we concur
with some of the same ev
eryday problems and chal
lenges of keeping our read - covering the big news," he
ers and the business world said, "They don't provide that
satisfied. There is an entire kind of investigative report
global network of online in ing." Professional journalists
formation now available. We "are trained to ask the right
too address our readers in an questions. The number of
online fashion at www.thepa actually printed copies may
cificanonline.com.
decrease, but the real purpose
What is going to happen and efforts of journalism will
to print media when the never die."
internet takes all tangible'
History has taken print
newspapers off the market? media for a spin several
Here's the catch: it's not times before. "Our industry
going to happen at a one was terrified by radio, televi
hundred percent level. It sion, and now the internet,"
may seem that the world explained Bronstein." What
now only needs one story to we do is not going to change,
be told by an on-site journal [but] how we do it might
ist/ reporter, and then any change."
individual who wished to
layout their opinion on an
online blog can gracefully
fill in the rest of the world
with analysis.
Editor-in-chief
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SF Chronicle editor
addresses students

By Jennifer Hite-Smith

THURSDAV

Bv Kilaore Trout

bers can protect themselves. of known sex offenders
After doing a search for Pa San Joaquin County, (htl
cific area, I learned that the / / www.meganslaw.ca.go1
This past week has been University is surrounded by search_main.aspx?search]
difficult as we all had to seven known and registered =county&county=san % 20j
get back into the swing of sex offenders. These seven quin&lang=ENGLISH
school, so with only a couple men are a fraction of the over
Delta College used to i
more months of school left, 780 registered sex offenders
housed on South Camps;
I figured that featuring the
When Delta College was a
City of Stockton and how it
ated in 1935 as a part or t
relates to Pacific would be a
"Before their
Stockton City School Systei
great way to kick off the sec
they used the buildings <
ond half of spring semester.
separation,
what is now Pacific's sou
students at
campus for their facilities.j
This list is compiled in no
Delta and Pacific stated ift the handbook giv
particular order.
to'stucjgnts at Delta Collet
Registered Sex Offenders
would party
"The College (now Unix*
around Pacific—The follow
99
together.
sity) of the Pacific help*
ing information was ob
form the original" Delta C<
tained through a link on Pub
lege. Before their separatic
lic Safety's website regarding
Megan's Law. The law was in the city of Stockton. Ac students at Delta and Pad
created to bring information cording to the website, there would party together ar
to the public through the in are 1171 total registrants in
ternet as to the whereabouts San Joaquin County. By these
of known sex offenders so figures, the city of Stockton
that the community mem alone makes up for 67%
See SEVEN page 12
Staff Writer
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Until a few years ago, the shrubbery at the Pershing Avenue entrance spelled "UOP."
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SEA hosts a guest speaker
from the Sierra Club
| fy Shone Cipris
Perspectives Editor

On Thursday, March 23,
I :ne Students for Environ
mental Action (SEA) club
hosted a guest speaker from
the Sierra Club named An
nette Sauder, who delivered
j presentation entitled "Sex
I and the Environment."
In keeping with the preI mentation topic, the event
was advertised with flyers
rearing the slogan "The fate
?i the world is in your hands,
and your pants." In her slidenow presentation, Sauder
emphasized the correlation
between population growth
and its impact on the envi
ronment in terms of water
and energy consumption, as
well as pollution.
With an estimated 80 million people being born an
nually, the relation between
he global population and
he earth's carrying capacI ity will become crucial in the
next few decades. In parncular, protecting freshwater
|:aurces (and the wide scale

development of de-salinization technology) will become
more important than ever
before. Already, an alarming
20% of the global population
lacks access to safe drinking
water. By the year 2025, this
figure may be fully 50%.
That's a very disquiet
ing thought-that half the
people in the world may not
be able to obtain safe water,
while in the other half of the
population, people shower
and water their houseplants
with tap water safe enough
to drink.
Also addressed in the pre
sentation was the disparity
in global resource consump
tion, with a majority of the
world's energy sources be
ing consumed by developed
countries; in particular, the
United States constitutes
about 5% of the world's pop
ulation yet consumes 25% of
global energy resources. The
audience seemed receptive to
the message of Sauder's pre
sentation. Jeff Yost, a senior
who is majoring in Interna
tional Relations, noted that

The Pacifican/Shane Cipris

lunette Sauder (right) pictured with SEA president Marisa Earll.

"population growth is not
just a problem in other coun
tries; it affects us too." Many
students found the presenta
tion to be informative and
thought-provoking. "Some
of the statistics were very
surprising," noted Chelsea
Spier, a senior majoring in
Civil Engineering. Particu
larly sobering was the notion
that about half of the annual
pregnancies in the U.S. are
unintended. Although con
traceptives are widely avail
able in this country, Sauder
opined that the high rate of
unintended pregnancies in
the States was due to a lack of
proper, sensible knowledge
regarding contraception and
disease-prevention.
While
she stressed that abstinence
in itself is certainly not a
bad thing (and indeed can
be beneficial), Sauder noted
that the emphasis on an 'ab
stinence-only' approach in
many high school sex "edu
cation" classes was not only
unrealistic but possibly one
reason for the high rate of
unintended pregnancies in"
the country.
While the presentation
was factual and filled with
statistics, Sauder presented
the slideshow with a sense of
levity that kept a certain cau
tious optimism. This com
bination of seriousness bal
anced by levity was reflected
in some students' responses.
"It really inspired me when
I realized the future is in my
hands—and in my pants,"
quipped Jeff Yost.
SEA club president Marisa
Earll explained that Sauder
had been invited as a repre
sentative of the Sierra Club
in order to "raise awareness
about environmental issues
on campus and let people be
heard. The more people that
are aware of the issues, the
more things can change for
the better." In late April, the
SEA club will host the 'Pa
cific to the Park' walk to the
Haggin Museum in Victory
Park, for a day of food, enter-

Environmentalist John Muir in a 1905 portrait.

tainment and live music, an
event to be coordinated with
the City of Stockton.
Not having been too fa
miliar with the Sierra Club
(other than knowing it is
an environmental organiza
tion), I was pleased to learn
that it is a proactive group
that takes political stands
against corporate and gov
ernmental policies that the
group feels are detrimental
to the environment. The
Sierra Club was founded
in 1892 by famed naturalist
1111111111

John Muir, whose papers are
held in the Holt-Atherton
special archives in the uni
versity library. It should be
mentioned that Pacific will
host the "John Muir in Glob
al Perspective" Conference
starting today, May 30, and
continue through April 1; for
more information please visit
the university website, or
email JohnMuir@pacific.edu.
For more information on
the SEA club, please contact
Marisa Earll at marisa6385@
hotmail.com.
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The college digital lifestyle
Get the motit from your electronic gear
By Nick Hansen
Staff Writer

Sound systems
Everyone has speakers, but
setting them up to get quality
sound may be something you
can afford and would like to
have. Most guys like a subwoofer that provides lots of
bass, but your neighbors may
not appreciate it if it sounds
like you 'bought' it from a
trash can. There is a reason
why it was there in the first
place.
For a few hundred dollars
you can buy speakers that
have good sound quality and
a home theater subwoofer to
provide that bass you need.
Keep your neighbors in mind
when you're buying equip
ment, the last thing you want
is them knocking on your
door every time you fire up
your sub.
On the back or side of all
computers you have a head
phone jack, you can also buy
cabling to change this signal
from a headphone jack cord
to RCA, so that you could
plug it into a bookshelf ste
reo system. Or for the more
advanced users, buying a
receiver and plugging the
output from your computer
into the receiver can provide
you with a better sound
system, supposing you have
more speakers then you can
fathom.
In our setup, the computer
is plugged into the receiver,
then on the receiver itself we
have 2 zones in which the
sound can be played, either
upstairs (zone 1) or down
stairs (zone 2). When only
zone 2 is activated, the sound
canft be heard in zone 1 un
less it is turned up.
Bookshelf speakers make
up zone 2 which are hung
to the rafters in the ceilings
in the townhouses. If you
live in the dorms, you could
do this as well I suppose but
I don't recommend it. For
residence halls like Monagan

or your fraternity/sorority
house I'm sure you could do
something similar.
If you have regular floor
speakers these can be used
as well, speakers are speak
ers and anything is possible.
Cabling is relatively cheap
if you buy it off the internet
or you could pay an arm and
a leg for the proper cables at
BestBuy. Monster cables are
just a name, when you pay
$50 for a $10 cable, if it says
Monster on it; you're pay
ing for the name. The cable
quality is the same as the $10
cable.
Computer Hook-Up
Bill Gates has called and is
trying to push the computer
to be the center of a digital
home. But we're college stu
dents and so for most of us,
the computer is the center of
our digital lifestyle. As noted

"Last thing you
want you want is
your neighbors
knocking every
time you fire up
the sub."
previously in the article you
can connect your computer
to your sound system, but
what about watching mov
ies on your computer?
If you computer has a
'TV-Out' port, then connect
ing your computer to a TV
is a breeze, if you have the
proper cable and your TV
supports it (most newer TVs
do). Or if you have a laptop
there is a port accepts the
proper converter and youfre
pretty much good to go.
Also, if you do hook your
computer up to your TV for
the video, you might wants
to get an audio cable for the
sound. A mini-stereo to RCA
Y cable will do the job. Make

sure the cable is long enough
so that you don't have to
put your laptop right next
to your TV to make it work
properly, but this entirely up
to you.
Most parties on campus
have music, and this music
can either come from CDs
(old school) or your playlist
(new school). Most people
run a playlist of their favor
ite songs which others will
enjoy. An average playlist
length is usually 3 to 4 hours
long so that it extends for the
length of the party. Set the
volume of your speaker sys
tem to an acceptable volume
so that people can still talk
or do whatever your party
calls for.
Game systems
The XBOX was a huge hit,
and now with the advent of
the XBOX 360 most people
are playing video games
more often. The Sony Playstation2 can also be included
in this category as it still re
mains popular.
Most people are used to
playing with their gaming
console connected to the
speakers on their TV. But if
you have a separate sound
system
like
mentioned
above, you could get that
heart pounding, bass pump
ing, real life effects that most
video games want you to
experience.
Using game systems to
entertain friends has worked
well in the past, especially
if many people in your hall
have the same system and
the same game. For example
last year when Halo 2 came
out, the west side of Grace
repeatedly held Halo 2 tour
naments played by all.
Someone once said "I

See DIGITAL page 13
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Police Policy regardir
'townies' on campus—H^you ever noticed that c
our
beautiful campus ycj
were allowed to be part of the
rarely
see a Stockton towry
same social Greek organiza
walking
aimlessly throug
tion. Since their segregation,
(except
when
your bicycj
very few Delta students come
or
car
stereo
is
being
stolen
on campus to party with Pa
The
University
campus
j
cific students, and vice versa.
considered private property
so whenever a 'non-studeni
is seen walking around
"Some Juniors
University Police will stoj
and Seniors still them and question what the\
view their school are doing. In most cases thi;
'transient' will be arrestee
as UoP, and
for an 'outstanding warrant
for many this
(just read the police logs) and
name will never we will be safe once again.

change."

The number of students
from Stockton who attend
Millions spent on a lost Pacific—Think to yourself
cause-The University of the right now the number of
Pacific undertook a giant students who you know who
marketing ploy...which hasn't are Stocktonians (Stockton
really changed much, at least Natives). When I considered
in the eyes of the citizens of this, my roommate and I
Stockton. The University set couldn't count more than 10
out to change the name of people each. We both know
this fine institution to Pacific, plenty of people, but why
to give it a feel for being an isn't this number higher'
'ivy league' caliber school on Perhaps most Stockton na
the west coast. However, the tives know that they don't
citizens of Stockton still call
us "UoP," or the University of
"Think to
the Pacific. Some Juniors and
yourself right
Seniors still view their school
as UoP, and for many this now the number
name will never change. So
of students you
I ask you, 'Pacific' students:
know who are
was the name change worth
Stocktonians"
it, or would you have liked
to see a few million dollars
spent on something the Stu want to spend another four
dents can benefit from?
years here. One could alsc
say that the average StockAttendance at sporting tonian can't afford it, as tht
events by locals outnumbers median income for this town
students—Most colleges can hovers around $43k a yearget away with a majority of almost as much as the cost of
their student body attending tuition.
sporting events and have a
student section which encom
Gunfire at Fraternities on
passes the entire stadium, and off campus
unfortunately at this school,
SAE was shot up after
this is not the case. Except for Townies were kicked out of
events where ESPN is sup their off-campus house dur
posed to come to campus, a ing a party.
majority of the spectators at
Pike is said to have been
sporting events are Stockton the victim of a drive-by or
locals who just want to see a two.
good game. Does this reflect
Phi Delta Theta's off-cam
our school spirit by the stu pus house had a little 'dis
dents?
agreement' as well this year.
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Britney Spears,
fertility goddess
\ewfine-art
sculpture
caiu+es much controversy
5y Don Slomin
Ouest Writer

I may not know much
about art, but I do know
hat sort of creeps me out.
- rerer of course to the sculp-are that-was recently uneiled by Conneticut-based
•rtist Daniel Edwards. The
:e-size sculpture depicts
1
nude, pregnant Britney
| aears kneeling on a bearvin rug as she gives birth
her son Sean [see photo at
f-ghtj. The sculpture, titled
•lonument to Pro-Life: The
[firth of Sean Preston," will
r on display next month at a
I -.e arts gallery in Brooklyn,
Y. next to a case of pro-life
I materials.
Although I have no opinn on abortion, I thought

this was a rather interest
ing approach to the subject,
which is probably one of
the most controversial issues
today in a political (and emo
tional) context. For some
reason the artist Edwards
claims that his sculpture is
"not meant to be political,"
but it can't help but be so.
However, the lines are not
always clear-cut. The gal
lery owner noted that out of
the thousands of emails he
has recieved concerning the
sculpture, many were from
pro-lifers who felt that the
monument was degrading
to their cause. On the other
side of the political spec
trum, pro-choice folks were
upset at it being a pro-life
artwork.
Forget the complain-

F R E E E-FIL
w i t h p a i d t a x p ' re pa r a t i b n

•Ssl

No Cash Needed
Refund Loans

in Minutes

rax Preparation
Available

news.yahoo.com

Bntney birthing is the subject of a controversial new sculpture.
ers—I'm just curious as to less sculpt complex figures.
what Britney makes of it. I But if there are any graphic
mean, how would any of us design majors reading this,
respond if we were imortal- just remember that I came
ized in sculpture while doing up with the idea first (when
some rather private and/or you ain't too good with your
embarrassing thing? I un- hands, intellectual property
rights become pretty dear).
"Forget the
For all the controversy it's

complainers-I'm just curious
as to what
Britney makes
of it."

Iderstand it's meant to be a
Istatement and everything,
[but I wouldn't want people
[remembering me from my
[statue of, say, "Monument
[to Gluttony: Dan Sits On the
[Toilet," or something along
|those lines.
Actually, now that I
[think about it, I have lots of
[friends who would be good
[candidates for embarrass
•Students; s; 10 ing sculptures. I'm thinking
Jpv JBP'
OFF
"Monument to Vanity: Scotty
Gels His Hair," or perhaps
CfFh.'RA VAI1 FY TAX •SFRVHIE
I'Tribute to Bacchus: FredNo nre
o.ir snrvin*}afd
raosie testeot'price, -jal Tceav! [die Pukes Wine In His Own
|Car."
ErKflk-i; •>;';!>; afio uiigfe
Heck, I could even attach
Sssato I2C9; 513-3823
[political significance to those
-rsrws
i ,yw 5 [hypothetical sculptures, if
-**> ..HSI "HI £! IM' J* ,':-H V-4^1
V :<*&, %
[I really wanted to. I'm just
[that good. Too bad I can't
draw a striaght line, much

DIGITAL from page 12

walked from my room to
the bathroom, as a Halo 2
game was going on and ev
eryone had their doors open.
I could hear the sounds of
the battle the entire way to
the restroom." Others have
commented that those were
the 'good ole days,' when
everyone had time on their
hands and playing Halo 2
was fun.
Finally, if you've made
it this far, think about the
options presented to you
for making your digital life
style while in college more
enjoyable. For some of us,
we'll go all-out and get the
things our parents can only
dream about, if you do your
research. Or others will just
get the basic, but that will be
good enough for them.
There are places on this
campus where instead of a
27-inch tube screen TV, the
The "Venus of Willendorf"
occupants have a plasma
or LCD TV. One person on
campus
has a 12 foot projec
caused, it's an intriguing and
tor
screen
in their apartment.
provacative piece, one that
Lets
just call that above and
fits nicely into the sometimes
shocking nature of modern beyond- oh, and the picture
art. Move over, Venus of is life-size.
Willendorf-there's a new
fertility goddess for our post
modern sensibilities.

THURSDAY
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Bonds trying
to stay sane

Ryan Mothews

Collumnist

By now, we have
all realized we are back in
school, back into reality
and Spring Break is over.
As the seniors prepare to
graduate, they know that
this time of the season
counts before they all
graduate. This time of the
season is just as impor
tant to Major Leaguers
as they prepare for the
2006 season. Players of
the San Francisco Giants,
such as Barry Bonds, is
looking to graduate, too.
In preparation, Bonds
played only seven games
during spring training,
and he is tearing the
baseballs apart.
Up until now, Bonds
has hit 10-for-16 with
four home runs, nine
RBI and two walks. That
is really impressive, but
remember that there are
also those allegations
lingering over his head
about steroid use. These
allegations have recently
increased due to the
printing of the recent
Shadows book, written
by two San Francisco
Chronicle writers who I
choose not to give credit
to.
Barry Bonds has not
played in- the last halfdozen games in the
Cactus League because
of a recent inflamma
tion and/or strain in his
left elbow. Bonds told
MLB.com that he felt fine
and was ready to play
in the home opener on
Thursday against! the
LAme Angels of Ana
heim, even though he
says that he feels fine
right now. He declined to
say how many games he
hopes to play this season,
although manager Felipe
Alou wishes that he will
available for at least a
120 games. "I'm taking

it one day at a time," is all
he said.
Even General manager
Brian Sabean didn't want
to mention anything that
might not end up being
true. He said, "Only God
and (Bonds) know how
much he'll play, and the
manager." Bonds men
tioned a few weeks earlier
that he plans on retiring at
the end of this season.
Bonds has recently has
been expressive about his
feelings with all the allega
tions. "My life is in sham
bles. It is crazy," Bonds
said to the The Associated
Press. "It couldn't get any
crazier. I'm just trying
to st! ay sane." Bonds
bat and teammates have
kept the slugger sane and
Bonds is ready to again
put all the slander of his
critiques behind him. Af
ter all the Giants do have
a chance to compete for
the World Series and there
chances rely on Bonds.
What
about
Hank
Aaron's record? Recently,
Bonds reiterated that there
will be a very good chance
he will retire, whether or
not he breaks the great
est record in all of sports.
With the question looming
of possible retirement, it is
easy to understand that
the final game of the 2006
season against the Dodg
ers at AT&T Park is virtu
ally sold out. "It's based on
whether I want to play, not
on Hank Aaron," Bonds
added."Hank has already
do! ne his job." Bonds
was scheduled to leave for
San Francisco Tuesday on
an early afternoon flight.
The Giants finish up their
Cactus League schedule
Wednesday then will fly
home to play four exhibi
tion games against the An
gels and Athletics before
the season opener. Bonds
is expected to play in at
least one of those games.

March Madness 2006
By Arash Scott Behnam

Sports Editor

In a blink of an eye, a restroom break, a text to a friend,
and everything changes and
changes and then changes.
Welcome to another year of

March Madness
and this year, like
every other year,
a story can be ar
gued as a piece of
forever history.
This year not
even
history
could give enough
credit to what
the 11th seeded
George
Mason
Patriots have ac
complished. It has
happened
once
before, an 11th
seed making it
into the Final Four.
Ironically, the last
and only other
11th seed to make
it to the Final Four
is LSU who is back
this year.
But LSU plays in
the SEC, a power
house conference
which is regularly
represented in the
Final Four. George
Mason is a mid

major, did anyone honestly
know George Mason's con
ference before their great run
in the tournament? Andy
Katz of ESPN.com says of
George Mason's run "this
was the greatest run ever to
the Final Four. End of dis

cussion.
Katz might have a cas*
but George Mason is onl>
half the story. This year';
Final Four has been special ir
many different ways.
With Katrina still fresh
See FINAL FOUR page 16

Student Rush tickets
for Stockton Symphony
Best available seats!
(Save up to $32)
• Purchase at the door
10 minutes before
concert begins

Classics VI

• Must show Student ID
Atherton Auditorium
on the San Joaquin
Delta College campus

Peter Jaffe,
Music Director and
Conductor
m»ox11 A % t em

Thursday, April 6 at 8 p.m.
Saturday, April 8 at 6 p.m.

Ralph Cato, baritone
With combined choirs from Stockton Chorale
and University of-the Pacific & San Joaquin
Delta College

Copland • An Outdoor Overture
Brahms • Variations on a
Theme by J. Haydn
Walton • Belshazzar's Feast

Thursday Concert Sponsor: M. J. Hall & Company, Inc./Golden Bear Insurance Co.
Thursday Guest Artist Sponsor: The C.A. Webster Foundation. Inc.
Saturday Concert Sponsor: Tcichert Foundation
Saturday Guest Artist Sponsor: Lincoln Center • Program subject to change

A Feast for the Ears!
www.stocktonsymphony.org
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Break to Remember: Basketball Magic

i Ford
: Writer

~.c Break for many
- a trip to a warm
ai climate. Spring
>--.cans a fling, a time
s
e fun and party. But
Pacific Men's Basketam it meant so much
K
The UOP basketball
a- playing in the
Tourney. UOP went
; Lake City, Utah to
i game that would
their lives forever,
ag to the Big Dance
accomplishment,
being there wasn't
" ids of those twelve
[ They had a vision to
sweet sixteen. The
sketball team was a
seed in the tourney
aving a four seed that
lid have easily been a two
pree seed. They were on
JbQision course with the
pith best team in the na• Boston College.
|c?ton College is in
iblv the second best
Herence in the nation:

u... .i_
After that, Boston College nificent ?amp
game,
students, but they also got to
the ACC. They played Duke wouldn't look back and
The UOP basketball team experience what only a very
twice and lost by two and won ^e game 88 to 76. actually ended up with more small percentage of college
three. If anyone has a chance Though the UOP basketball than any regular student on students get to do. That is
of beating Duke it is this very team lost the game and were a regular spring break trip, play in the NCAA Tourna
talented team. UOP knew that devastated they could still Not only were they able to ment - an experience they
going into the game. The only hold their heads up high have as much fun as other will remember for the rest of
people who believed they had becaus^he^playedamagtheir lives.
a chance to win were the players. This actually eased the
STATE
tension for UOP. There was
COMPENSATION
I N S U R A N C E
no pressure on them to win,
which allowed them to play
F=LJI\IO
free flowing. On the other
hand, Boston College had all
the pressure because they are
not supposed to lose to a 13
seed.
The game as a whole was
very exciting. The 20,000
plus fans were cheering for
UOP because they were the
underdogs. UOP was down
early, but managed to come
back and tie the game up at
halftime. Boston College then
When you're ready to put your knowledge and skills to work in the
jumped to another lead, but
Job Opportunities
postgraduation job market, look to California's leading workers'
UOP came back and forced
Administration
compensation insurance carrier.
Auditing
the game into overtime. In
Business Services
You'll find exciting career opportunities at State Fund, plus ongoing ways
the overtime UOP was up,
Claims
to nurture your professional growth-—including on-the-job training that
Communications
but due to a controversial
Customer Service
can broaden your skills and improve your advancement potential. You'll
call, Boston College sent the
Finance & Accounting
also find an employer with a solid reputation as an ethical corporate
Human Resources
game into a second overtime.
citizen and partner in the community.

Sports Calendar
•
•

•

•

ay, Mar 31
ball
's Volleyball

Get the job that fits your skills today, plus the rewarding career that can meet
your needs tomorrow. Visit www.scif.com/careers or call us at (415) 703-7407.

Visit www.scif.com/careers
wmaaisam
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AI u ni n i License Plate Frames
Diploma Frames
Class Ring Discounts
Plane Tickets ' .;i!.Ti
And MUCH MORE!

m

P

RSVP by Thursday. March 30, 2006 by calling 946-2391
or online at www.pacificalumni.org (Calendar section).
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is an All-American and big
players make big plays in big
games theory. What if Louis
Hinnant did not answer Mike
Webb's, two threes with one
of his own? What if Johnny
Gray with ice in his veins
brought the ball up court and
popped a three, giving Pacific
a five point lead with a min
ute twelve seconds remain
ing, that was not answered
by Jared Dudleys own three.
Dudley, whose three cut the
Pacific lead to two with fiftyfour seconds remaining, kept

of B.C. No time to enjoy
Mike White positioning
himself for easy points.
No time to enjoy little
Pacific be the better team
for most of the game. In
the blink of an eye, it was
speechless and confusing.
In the blink of an eye it
went from texting friends
to utter puzzlement.
Pacific played hard. On
the road back from the
Big West, listening to the
experts fill us in on the
seedings and brackets in
the car, I was blown away
by all the love B.C was
getting. The only mention
of Pacific was "B.C will
be playing Pacific." B.C
this and B.C that, B.C will
be in the Final Four and
more and more jargon
about the greatness of B.C.
Andy Katz, Dick Vitale,
and Pat Forde had B.C in
the Final Four. Boston Col
lege should have beaten
Villanova; B.C was the
better team for most of the
game, just like Pacific was
a better team than B.C, as
Pacific should have beaten
B.C. But should haves,
could haves, and what ifs
do not bring victory, nor
does being a better team
for most of the game. Just
ask Gonzaga's Morrison,
whose life was sucked
right out of him on na-

in the minds of the athletes
of LSU, both the men's and
women's teams have ad
vanced to the Final Four if for
anything to simply remind us
of the people of Louisiana and
their trials and tribulations.
There is the story of Cedric
Bozeman of UCLA. Bozeman
was supposed to be the sav
ior of the Bruins program. But
Bozeman went from savior to
bust. Bozeman was one of
the main reasons for coach
Steve Lavin's dismissal. Boz
eman lost his starting p _
"KrTdy"Ratz"of!
job, got injured but did i
not transfer. Bozeman I
ESPN.com says ofj
worked hard, sucked
up his pride and was George Mason's run:i
the catalyst in wins over
"This was the!
Memphis and Gonzaga
with his stellar defense. J greatest run ever toj
the Final Four. Endi
This will be only the
second time in the tour
of discussion."!
nament history that no
number one seed will
be in the Final Four.
B.C. in the game and the rest is
2006 will be remembered as history. Oh, in the blink of an
the year of parody and hope eye the momentum changed
fully the start of the mid back and forth. There was no
major movement. No longer time to take in the game, to
should the big name confer take pleasure in Webb and
ences dominate the seedings Gray pulling up in the faces of
as parody is making more Boston College defenders, no
Giant killers and everyone time to enjoy Maraker work
loves making underdogs into ing ACC big men with ease.
darlings.
No time to enjoy Anthony
As fantastic of a tourna Brown, and Esparza mixing
ment as 2006 has been it is it up going toe to toe with
still a little sour for this Pacific the old Big East physicality Hnnal tplpvisinn
fan. The what-ifs crawl in the
mind casting dark shadows
on an otherwise bright tour
nament. What if in double
overtime Johnny Grey and
Christian Marker's threes did
not rim in and then out and
Anthony Esparza had taken
the charge on high flying
Boston College Sean Williams
"game changing" dunk.
That would have been Wil
liams 5th foul and Pacific
would have had the ball back
leading by one, with three
minutes left and Williams
shot blocking presence on the
bench, next to starting center
John Oates who had fouled
out earlier in the game.
What if there was no double
overtime, as in overtime Craig
Smith was on the line with the
game on the line and pressure
perspiring with every drop of
sweat?
A .643 free throw shooter
Craig Smith proved why he The Tigers celebrate after winning the Big West Tournament over

ABOVE:
3PEAT INDEED! Reggie Vezia reminds the camera of what just hap
pened as Anthony Brown and Johnny Gray remind the camera of
who made it happen.
BELOW:
Pacific cheer squad with Powercat in Salt Lake City, Utah at the firsgame of the NCAA tournament.

Long Beach State in Anaheim giving Pacific a berth to the Big Dance.

